Water Use Compliance
Frequently Asked Questions

Do I need to submit compliance data?
Refer to the limiting conditions stated in your consumptive water use permit. Limiting conditions explain specific requirements where pumpage data, monitoring data, calibrations, or other compliance reports may need to be submitted to the District.

How do I get reporting forms?
Online reporting forms are available at www.sfwmd.gov/ePermitting (select eCompliance, Water Use). If you need additional information regarding reporting instructions or data, contact the water use compliance representative for your county. If you need assistance with the use of ePermitting, contact our ePermitting Administrator at epermits@sfwmd.gov.

How often do I need to submit data and when are my compliance reports due?
Refer to the limiting conditions stated in your consumptive water use permit. The limiting conditions explain what data is to be recorded and when the data should be submitted to the District. Also, refer to the Requirement by Limiting Condition Report in your consumptive water use permit for a detailed list of reporting requirements, due dates, and collection/submission frequencies.

Where do I send my reports?
Pumpage data (monthly withdrawals), monitoring data (chloride, water level, turbidity, etc.) and other water use compliance reports can be submitted online at www.sfwmd.gov/ePermitting.

How often do I need to calibrate my withdrawal facilities?
Re-calibration is required to be completed every five years. The calibration report should be submitted to the District online at www.sfwmd.gov/ePermitting.

How do I get a copy of my permit?
Copies of your consumptive water use permit, associated permit files, and water use compliance documents can be found on the District’s ePermitting website in the Application/Permit Search at www.sfwmd.gov/ePermitting.

What do I do if something on my reporting forms is incorrect?
Please contact the compliance representative for your county. The reporting data can be corrected and then resubmitted online at www.sfwmd.gov/ePermitting.

For additional information please contact us at wucompliance@sfwmd.gov.